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Prix municipality has applied the concept of Sustainable Green Growth Development and good governance through partnership beyond the administrative boundary for being a Livable City Project.

The local authority has tried to work via “partnership-based” and to shift from “local government-based” to “Local Governance Green Growth Development-based”.
(1) Institutional governance

This main component includes:

(I) Providing many channels to communicate and to allow the local accessibility through municipality’s (transparency)

(II) Setting the complain system for local people to response and feedback via informal meeting (accountability)

(III) Handling the task through the partnership among all actors i.e. via Community Organisation Councils and partnership among all actors (participation)
“Prix administrative system” includes
(i) Coaching project consists of
   (a) Bhumi Buttra, (b) Tandem
   and (c) Coach
(ii) Building up the understanding, knowledge, and awareness concept.
Inside Out
(Explore from inside)

Outside In
Forest Surrounding Cities
Prik Municipality and its communities expanded activities and applied Sufficient Economy throughout:

Bring better local policies design concerning 7 main key areas to carry on the Sustainable Cities and Communities (G11) through environmental management issues -

- Water, (G6)
- Waste,
- Forest,
- Disaster, (G13)
- Food Security, (G1,2)
- Energy, (G7)
- Networking and Partnership (G17)
Some households are also changing their eating habits – the percentage of household spending on fruit and vegetables carrying the organic label has increased over the past couple of years.

G1 No poverty
G2 Zero Hunger
G3 Good health /Well being
• Municipalities can lead the way by supplying environmentally sound public services and infrastructure to foster the transition to sustainable consumption.

• Greening Household Behaviour provides insights into what people think and actually do about pursuing greener lifestyles.

• Green growth is the way to sustain growth and development over the long-term.
• Encouraging people to factor the environment into their everyday lives is leading to more sustainable consumption and households ‘going green’.

• Less waste and households water consume are use efficiently.

• People are ready to make compromises to green their lifestyles.
Green peace Society beyond multi-cultural
Sustainable Cities and Communities

Transform
Development
Survey

(Conceptual through Practices)
Recommendations

BARRIERS /CONSTRAINTS

- CG. & RG. Bottle neck
- Lack of Budget & F/N support
- Lack of Information - Data
- Knowledge gap

STRENGTHEN ON

- More Decentralization
- Knowledge Management
- Action Research on SDGs
- Capacity Building
- Communication
- Central & Local Curriculum
- Formal & Informal Education
- Technical & F/N support
- CSR.

GEAR FORWARD

- Networking at all levels
- Community
- Local Govt.
- Regional Govt.
- Central Govt. and International
- All parties concerned:
  - UN….UCLG…ASEAN+
  - LG. association
  - GO. NGOs. Private Sec.
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